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What is Shamanism?
There is a widespread misconception that Shamanism is a
religion and that you worship the Earth as a God(dess). But
this misses the mark.

Shamanism is a practice, like yoga

or meditation. In fact, shamanism is actually one of the
world’s oldest and most widespread spiritual
practices. Some of the most well-known civilizations have
woven shamanic practices into their customs for centuries
to create the ability to sense or see, comprehend, and heal
suffering; including the ancient Indian, Egyptian, Native
American, Amazonian and Siberian cultures.

Shamanism is not based on any particular faith or religion,
but on the mystic idea that everything is alive in its own
way, and that everything carries a string of complex
information which can be accessed through our god-given
senses and abilities to achieve deeper or higher levels of
consciousness, attain ancient wisdom, change the current
course of our lives, and heal on a deeply spiritual and
emotional level. It is a way of relating to the world… to the
whole of life and creative consciousness. It is a way to step
into a closer relationship with yourself and the god of your
understanding through sacred communion with the many
physical expressions of divine essence. It is a mindset of
embracing your god-given responsibility to be a steward of
this Earth by building a conscious, reverent connection with
her that recognizes and honors the reflection of the divine
within all beings.

Because Shamanism is designed as an expansive set of
spiritual practices meant to be used within or alongside
established religions to augment other belief systems, you
can be Christian and practice shamanism. You can be Muslim
and practice shamanism. You can be Buddhist and practice
shamanism. You can be Atheist and practice shamanism.
Shamanism does not require that you lay aside your beliefs or
forsake the god of your heart. All that shamanism asks of you
is that you extend the principles of your chosen belief
system… do unto others, love thy neighbor, do no harm…
beyond the bounds of humanity. That you extend the love and
compassion of the Creator to ALL of his creations... including
yourself. Because at the core, shamanism is a healing
practice - designed and perfect over eons - to help connect
you to the wholeness of creation and thus reclaim wholeness
within yourself.

And the Elements?
Connecting to the whole of the natural world and gaining a
"bigger picture" perspective of how the physical and spiritual
worlds connect, interact and - often - collide requires the
shaman to become a bridge... a liason of sorts... between the
physical and the spiritual. Such a connection is not a "one
time" burst of insight, nor is it like a wifi connection from
which you connect and disconnect at will. The shaman, when
called, is called to EMBODY the interconnection of the
worlds; to become a living conduit for the energies of spirit
as manifest on this physical plane.

The elements serve as primers and helpers which support and
facilitate our connection and interconnection to the web of life.
In this sense, they are spirits that aid us in harnessing a
particular aspect or energy of the natural world. In another
sense, they are archetypes that help us better embody the
fullness of creation. Either way, befriending and/or invoking the
elements will greatly help you on your healing journey.

In much the same way that a doctor must understand the
various systems, organs, and tissues of the body and how they
interact, a shaman must understand the different systems,
energies, and planes of the physical and non-physical world
and how they interact to manifest illness or healing. Working
with the elements is one way in which the shaman begins to
gain this understanding.

The perfect order of all life and creation is encoded within the
energies and interactions of the elements; including the cycles
of life, the seasons, and the journey from hurting to healing.
Each element has certain "codes" of associations that help us
understand how to harness the flow of energy from idea to
physical manifestation and to balance opposing forces to
create wholeness. What you read here is just a tiny percentage
of that information... an introduction between friends.
Ultimately, you must gain the knowledge for yourself through

practice. For that is what all shamanism is.
Learning to harness the power encoded within each element is
a lifelong journey that empowers the shaman to use and direct
these energies in perfect alignment with natural law, and thus
effect change on the physical and etheric body as well as on
the physical and non-physical world.

That journey is yours, alone, to take. Good luck!

A I R
BREATHING IN THE EAST

Time of Day: Morning / Sunrise
Time of Year: Spring
Cycle of Life: Birth / Childhood
Direction: East
Bodily Systems: Lungs / Respiratory
Ecosystems: Summits/Peaks, Canopy, Atmosphere
Beings: Birds, Bats, Flying Insects, Spirits of the Skies
Traditional Color(s): Yellow
Gifts / Actions: Newness, Freshness, Movement, Inspiration,
Invention, Conception, Inception, Renewal, Sound, Breath

Air represents the Eastern door of Creation, where Spirit first
enters Form. It symbolizes a vast network of vital breath; from
the astral winds that first breathed the universe into physical
existence, to the first cry of a newborn infant, to the breath of
life itself (Om). Wherever there is breath and thought, the
element of Air is present.

Air reminds us of the interconnection of all life, past and
present, of our ancestors, and of our relationship with the Earth
of our birth. Each inhalation is passed to us by the element of
air, through the trees, as a gift from our ancestors who exhaled
that breath in ancient song eons ago. Air reminds us of this
cycle and connects us to all that was and all that will be.

We cannot capture or tame the air, but we know with every
breath that it is with us. In this way, Air is an excellent
representative for spiritual faith, reminding us that there is far
more to the world than what we can see, assuring us that the
universe always provides for our needs, and encouraging us to
step out, grow, and change with the same faith and trust as
Nature herself.
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Time of Day: Noon
Time of Year: Summer
Cycle of Life: Adulthood
Direction: South
Bodily Systems: Digestive
Ecosystems: Volcanoes, Tropics
Beings: Reptiles, Thermophiles
Traditional Color(s): Red
Gifts / Actions: Passion, Creativity, Expression, Gestation,
Resurrection, Transmutation, Confidence, Action, Energy, Heat
I like to think the first human to counsel others "do not play with
fire" wasn't a mother, but a shaman... who knows well the allure
and the volatility of the element of fire. Fire, by its very nature, is
seductive and dualistic. It represents the distilled essence of
creation's spark and man's ability to bend that power to his will. It is
our inner light as well as a living symbol of the divine spark that
burns within every soul.

This is the element that requires action above all else. It elicits the
desire to act, to dance, to create. But also, it requires us to act if
we are to harness its energies because fire requires careful
moderation and control if you are to avoid being burned or burnt
out. Fire innately represents the balance and duality of the world. It
destroys and consumes, but it creates energy, warmth, and fertile
ash in the process. Just as we must transmute painful experiences
into knowledge and wisdom.

Fire shines without remorse and calls us to speak our truths. But it
requires boundaries and will run wild if left unattended... much like
our mouths and our minds. Fire represents the heart of our family
home, the ritual fires of our ancestors, and the way in which we
relate to the world. Calling both for the expression of our truest
selves and for the boundaries (for ourselves and others) that
protect and honor that truth.
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Time of Day: Sunset
Time of Year: Fall
Cycle of Life: Mid-Life
Direction: West
Bodily Systems: Circulatory
Ecosystems: Oceans, Rivers, Lakes, Estuaries, Shores
Beings: Fish, Marine Mammals, Crabs, Aquatic Plants
Traditional Color(s): Black/Blue
Gifts / Actions: Cleansing/Purging, Acceptance, Emotion,
Clairvoyance, Insight, Divination, Birth, Release, Harvest
Water is one of the most integral and familiar elements to all
humans. We are born with an innate, intimate, and intrinsic
connection to it. It is the first element you encounter in life! Before
you were ever born, you were carried and cushioned in the water of
your mother's womb. Before SHE was ever born, you were carried
as a piece of her inside your grandmother's womb. From the time
you were a tiny cell... just half a human... you were already deeply
and sacredly connected to the flow of life through these holy
womb-waters. Your body is over 70% water. It IS you. Unlike Fire or
Earth... fo even air (with its pauses between breaths)... you are in
contact with water every second of every single day from the time
your MOTHER is conceived. In this way, water represents the
interconnectedness of all life through our shared experiences. It
models the unbroken web of life through you and your lineage.

Likewise, water represents our emotions. It is the element of your
heart. And just as tears represent your most painful and most joyful
moments, water represents the balance of these extremes.
Water also represents the cleansing action of your tears. Just like
your tears can purge overwhelming emotion, water will purge you
of those thoughts, beliefs, and emotions that no longer serve you,
and ease the pain or resistance that often accompanies release.

Ultimately, Water is the midwife and doula of all transitions.
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Time of Day: Night
Time of Year: Winter
Cycle of Life: Elderhood
Direction: North
Bodily Systems: Skeletal
Ecosystems: Forests, Grasslands, Mountains/Valleys
Beings: Mammals, Plants, Minerals
Traditional Color(s): White/Green
Gifts / Actions: Grounding, Growth, Unification, Stability,
Safety/Security, Wholeness, Completion, Repose, Rest

Earth literally represents the body of the world, your body, and the
body of knowledge held and passed down by the sacred ancestors.
Likewise, Earth is encoded with the keys to totemic power and the
secrets of the plant and animal kingdoms.

North, being the realm of ripening age and wisdom, is the dwelling
place of the ancestors. Being the gateway to the physical world, I
also believe North to be the resting place of those spirits waiting to
incarnate. In this sense, the deep caves of the mother, where the
beasts of the world go to hibernate may also serve as the ancestral
hearths where the spirits of the yet unborn learn from those who
have passed before.

Earth teaches us to bring what we desire into the physical world.
She teaches us the value of working by our own hands with the
wisdom passed down from our elders. But she also teaches us the
value of rest and self-care. Just as the Earth withdraws her bounty
and the beasts of the forest bed down for the long winter, so too
must we also go through our own cycles in life. All things have a
proper time, and that time must be honored. After all, you cannot
learn the magick of the dreaming way if you never sleep.

From your first breath to your last, Mother Earth cradles you on her
body and teaches you to honor all things in their time.
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So What Now?
Your personal journey, like so many things in shamanism and
this wonderful world at large, will be multilayered,
multifaceted, and beautifully complex. The brief explanations
you have read in this book are just the start... a jumping off
point from which you can begin to build your own map of the
universe as YOU see and experience... a set of blueprints, so
to speak, with which you can begin building your own bridge
between the physical and spiritual realms within yourself.

Learning is just one step on that journey. To fully
you must put what you learn into

understand,

practice. After all, once

again, that is all shamanism is. Practice. One of the many ways
you can begin to practice is by using the elements in a circle
journey. This takes many forms for many people across many
cultures. But at the heart of things, each journey works the
same. Whether you create an altar, build a medicine wheel, or
cast a circle, the core of these ceremonies is to embody the
power of creation by walking with the elements through their
sacred cycle(s).

The casting of a circle represents the symbolic journey of
manifestation. As you call in each of the sacred elements that
permeate all of creation, you also walk with them through the
process of manifesting your intention and desire... whether
that is a need on the physical plane or health in the bodymind. Below, I will give you two examples to contemplate, but
be open to exploring your own way of working with the
elements. Practice makes perfect, after all.

In many western traditions, this process begins in the East. The
East is home to the element Air whose throne is the seat of
thought, intellect, imagination and invention. All creation first
begins as a thought, woven in the fabric of the ether through
the power of your imagination.

You then move to the South, which is home to the element of
Fire. Fire encompasses creative spark, the driving will to
experience and create. It is passion and drive, transformation
and action, which ultimately leads to creation. So, by moving
from East/Air to South/Fire, you have taken your idea and
imbued it with the desire and will to bring it forward into
creation, and you have also acknowledged the spiritual,
mental, and physical acts that will be required to form that
creation. Your idea is thus given the spark of life.

Next, you move into the West, where the element of Water
reigns supreme. Water is multifaceted involving intuition and
emotion, but also cleansing. Moving your circle, and thus your
intent into the realm of water imbues your creative desire with
depth and clarity. It brings your creation into the amniotic fluid
of life while you add the force of emotion to its birth. It is a
cleansing, clarifying, and polishing moment of gestation within
the womb of being that ensouls your idea with feeling and
meaning.

Lastly, we move to the North, the land of Earth and Ancestry.
This is the realm of physical manifestation, where firm
foundations are established, and you learn to support your new
creation in this physical realm… just have been and continue to
be supported into being by Mother Earth and all of your
Ancestors.

Here your ideas are finally made fruitful by your efforts as your
thoughts, desires, and feelings coalesce within you and
through you to draw the vortices of divine creation into
alignment with manifest reality.
This is the sacred cycle of creation. Within its hallowed
boundaries all life, all time, and all space exist in singular
crystalized quintessence; in divinely accessible unity. Within the
circle, you sit at the very heart of creation, in the lap of the
great mother goddess.

This process also exists within many Native American traditions
as the medicine wheel. By these systems of belief, the
Medicine Wheel is a physical expression of the sacred
knowledge and wisdom of all creation. It is used to gather
together the energies of all the creature-beings in existence
on this plane: Mother Earth, Father Sky, the Stone People
(rocks and minerals), the Standing People (trees and plants),
Grandfather Sun, Grandmother Moon, the Star Nation
(galaxies, stars, and celestial beings), Thunder Beings
(elemental spirits), as well as the two legged, four legged,
winged, and feathered relations of Earth itself. It is symbolic of
the wheel of life and represents the Earthwalk we all must take
on this plane as well as the lessons to be learned and the
knowledge inherent therein. When you cast, invoke, or walk the
Medicine Wheel, it is with the understanding that we all must
stand on every spoke of the great wheel of life many times and
that every direction, every lesson, and every manifestation of
life’s deep wisdom is equally sacred and worthy of honour.

Unlike the ceremonial circles in modern witchcraft, the
Medicine Wheel begins in the South, which is called the land of
the child… where all life begins.

This is a place of endless learning and transformation where all
healing, manifestation, or magickal/vibrational shifts must
begin.

Next, you move into the West. West is most often depicted as
the realm of Mother Bear and the Thunder Beings. Here your
vision is clarified by cleansing rains and gestated in the deep
cave of the bear. In the West, you enter the cave to discern
what to release or let go of within yourself and life and also
conceive what you must do, birth, or bring into being in order
for your desires to become manifest. It is a return to the womb
of creation. Healing and introspection take precedence in the
dark cave of the West, which presents the internal solution(s) to
your needs.

Thirdly you move to the North, where the Ancestors reside.
North brings the harsh winds of winter, which purify the land for
next years growth. These winds are purifying and
strengthening. They cause the leaves to fall and the earth to
rest under a blanket of snow. They teach patience and
endurance by connecting with the knowledge of those who
have come before, as well as to the higher self’s purpose and
intention. In the North, you learn to know and trust the teacher
within and connect with your true self. Thereby, aligning your
desire with your truth… or realigning the pieces with the soul.

Lastly, you move to the East. East is visited last because the
space inside the circle… and thus all of your intentions and
creations… are filled with Spirit entering through the Eastern
door, which is the golden door to all illumination… the Sun
rising on your new dawn. The place at which Spirit indwells the
manifest world.

When you stand within the sacred circle... be it an altar,
medicine wheel, or something else entirely... you

become the

sacred pillar… a living tree… a bridge and conduit that
connects all things above and below. You become the sacred
channel through which all life is connected and you can
access, with honour and respect, the knowledge, magick and
medicine of all life.

THAT is what it means to practice

shamanism.

For more information about Shamanism, to book your own shamanic
healing or soul retrieval, and for updates about our shamanic
weekend retreats, follow The Meehl Foundation on Facebook.

